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Abstract—Following the increasing influence of the formal
study of argumentation in AI research, Abstract Argumenta-
tion (AA) is now taught as part of Computer Science degrees at
various universities. To support the teaching of AA we present
ARGTEACH, an interactive intelligent tutor that facilitates
the learning of different labelling semantics in AA. The user
assigns the labels in, out, and undec to arguments in an
AA framework displayed as a graph, with the aim to find all
complete labellings. The user then determines which of the
complete labellings are grounded, preferred, semi-stable, or
stable. During the labelling process, ARGTEACH supports the
user by providing hints about possible next labelling steps,
using a novel method for computing complete labellings, and
by checking whether the labelling done so far is correct.

Keywords-Computer Science Education, Electronic Learning,
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I. INTRODUCTION

During the past 20 years, the formal study of argumenta-
tion has received increasing attention in the field of Artificial
Intelligence (AI). Intuitively, an argument is a statement,
a reason for or against a decision, or even a belief. For
example, “Let’s go for a walk” is an argument and so is
“It’s raining outside, we’ll get wet”, where the latter is
a counter-argument of the first, i.e. the second argument
attacks the first. In this scenario it is easy to determine that
the second argument is a “winning argument” as it is not
attacked, and that therefore the first argument is a “losing
argument”. However, in more complex scenarios involving
more arguments and attacks, deciding on the winning and
losing arguments is often less straight forward.

Thus, in AI the idea of arguments and attacks has been
characterized in a formalism called Abstract Argumentation
(AA) [1], whose various semantics provide different ways of
determining winning and losing arguments. Some semantics
adopt a sceptical view whereas others follow a credulous
approach, so that depending on the chosen semantics dif-
ferent sets of arguments may be deemed to be winning and
losing. The relationship between the different semantics as
well as their properties have been extensively studied in
recent years [2], [3], [4], and the different semantics have
been found suitable for different application purposes [5],
[6], [7], demonstrating the importance of studying and being
able to distinguish all the different semantics.

Due to its increasing popularity as a reasoning method in
AI, AA is no longer merely a subject of research, but is now
taught at various universities as part of the Computer Science
curriculum: The TU Dresden offers a Seminar on AA1,
the University of Potsdam a course on Formal Models of
Argumentation2, and Imperial College London a lecture on
Argumentation and Multi-Agent Systems3. The University
of Dundee is even planning to create three MSc degrees
dealing with argumentation4. So far, the only tool designed
to support teaching of AA is Araucaria [8], where the user
has to identify arguments as well as attacks between them
from text. However, Araucaria does not support determining
which arguments are winning and losing according to the
different semantics of AA. On the other hand, ASPARTIX
[9] and similar implementations (see Section VII) compute
winning and losing arguments for a given AA framework
according to the different semantics, but do not provide any
explanation on how they were determined.

To support the teaching of AA at universities as well
as to assist novices in familiarising with the semantics of
AA we present ARGTEACH5, an interactive software which
facilitates the user’s learning in how to determine sets of
winning and losing arguments according to the different AA
semantics by providing the user with hints, explanations,
and error-checking. For this purpose, ARGTEACH makes use
of two commonly used methods in AA: Firstly, arguments
are displayed as nodes in a graph and attacks as edges
between these nodes. Secondly, sets of winning and losing
arguments are determined by assigning one of the labels
in (for winning), out (for losing), and undec (for neither
winning nor losing) to each argument according to labelling
rules [10]. There are often various ways to assign these
labels according to the rules, resulting in different possible
sets of winning and losing arguments. ARGTEACH combines
these two methods in an easy-to-use graphical interface,
where the user assigns labels to arguments step-by-step
and receives feedback on the current progress if required:

1http://www.inf.tu-dresden.de/?node id=3457&ln=en
2http://www.cs.uni-potsdam.de/wv/lehre/05WS/05-FormModArg/
3http://www3.imperial.ac.uk/computing/teaching/courses/474
4http://www.arg-tech.org/index.php/teaching/

postgraduate-study-in-persuasion-negotiation-and-critical-thinking/
5http://www.doc.ic.ac.uk/∼cis11/ArgTeach/argTeach.html
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If at any point the user is unsure how to continue the
labelling, ARGTEACH will provide hints about possible next
labelling steps. Furthermore, if the user is not sure whether
the assignment of labels done so far is correct, ARGTEACH
can check for mistakes. Being an interactive (intelligent)
tutor [11], ARGTEACH can facilitate the user’s learning as
well as considerably improve his/her understanding about
the different semantics of AA.

II. BACKGROUND

An Abstract Argumentation Framework (AAF) [1], [10] is
a tuple 〈Ar,Att〉, where Ar is a set of arguments and Att ⊆
Ar × Ar is a set of attacks between them. (A,B) ∈ Att
means that argument A attacks argument B. We equivalently
say that B is attacked by A, and that A is an attacker of B.
Given sets of arguments Args1, Args2 ⊆ Ar:
• Args1 attacks B iff some argument A ∈ Args1

attacks B. Args1 attacks Args2 iff Args1 attacks some
argument B ∈ Args2.

• Args+1 = {A ∈ Ar |Args1 attacks A}.
• Args1 is conflict-free iff it does not attack itself.
• Args1 defends an argument A ∈ Ar iff Args1 attacks

all arguments B ∈ Ar attacking A. Args1 defends
Args2 iff Args1 defends every argument in Args2.

From now on, we will assume as given some AAF 〈Ar,Att〉.
The semantics of an AAF are determined by assigning one of
the labels in, out, and undec to each argument, where in
denotes winning arguments, out losing ones, and undec
neutral arguments which are neither winning nor losing.

A total labelling [10] is a total function Lab :
Ar → {in,out,undec}.

The set of arguments labelled in under Lab is denoted
in(Lab); the sets of arguments labelled out and undec
are denoted out(Lab) and undec(Lab), respectively. The
different semantics of an AAF impose different restrictions
on total labellings [10]. The most important total labelling
is the complete labelling, as all other labelling semantics
considered here can be determined based on the complete
labelling.

A total labelling Lab is a complete labelling iff for every
argument A ∈ Ar:
• If A is labelled in then all B attacking A are labelled
out;

• If A is labelled out then some B attacking A is
labelled in;

• If A is labelled undec then neither of the above
applies, i.e. then A is attacked by some B labelled
undec and all C attacking A are labelled undec or
out.

Note that a total labelling Lab can also be shown to be
complete by proving that the three conditions are satisfied
the other way around, i.e. when substituting the “if” with
“only if” in all three conditions.

A complete labelling Lab is:
• the grounded labelling iff in(Lab) is minimal (w.r.t.

set inclusion) among all complete labellings;
• a preferred labelling iff in(Lab) is maximal (w.r.t. set

inclusion) among all complete labellings;
• a semi-stable labelling iff undec(Lab) is minimal

(w.r.t. set inclusion) among all complete labellings;
• a stable labelling iff undec(Lab) = ∅.

Originally, the semantics of an AAF were defined as ex-
tensions [1], i.e. sets of “winning arguments” satisfying
certain conditions. We will here only mention the com-
plete extension: A conflict-free set of arguments Args is
a complete extension iff it consists of all arguments it
defends. Note that there is a direct correspondence between
labellings and extensions [2]: Args is a complete extension
iff Lab with in(Lab) = Args, out(Lab) = Args+,
and undec(Lab) = Ar\(Args ∪ Args+) is a complete
labelling.

III. PRELIMINARY DEFINITIONS

Since ARGTEACH provides a platform for the step-by-
step labelling of initially unlabelled arguments, most of the
computation involves dealing with situations where some ar-
guments already have a label, but others are still unlabelled.
We call such labellings ”partial labellings”.

Definition 1 (Partial Labelling). A partial labelling is a
partial function Labpart : Ar → {in,out,undec}.

Analogously to total labellings, in(Labpart),
out(Labpart), and undec(Labpart) denote the
sets of arguments labelled in, out, and undec,
respectively. In addition, unlab(Labpart) is the set of
arguments left unlabelled by Labpart. Note that total
labellings are a special kind of partial labellings, where
unlab(Labpart) = ∅. We sometimes represent a partial
labelling as a set of argument-label pairs of the form
Labpart = {(A,in), . . . , (E,out), . . . , (H,undec)},
which does not comprise pairs for unlabelled arguments.

Since the aim of the ARGTEACH user it to find complete
labellings, we are particularly interested in partial labellings
which so far satisfy the conditions of a complete labelling.

Definition 2 (Correct Partial Labelling). A partial labelling
Labpart is a correct partial labelling iff for every A ∈ Ar:
• If A is labelled in then all B attacking A are labelled
out;

• If A is labelled out then some B attacking A is
labelled in;

• If A is labelled undec then A is attacked by some
B labelled undec and all C attacking A are labelled
undec or out.

In order to provide hints in ARGTEACH, we need to
check whether or not the current partial labelling can be
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Figure 1. The main user interface of ARGTEACH displaying the predefined AF5 with all arguments unlabelled.

extended to another partial (or even a complete) labelling by
leaving all labels assigned so far as they are and assigning
appropriate labels to all unlabelled arguments.

Definition 3 (Extending a partial labelling). Let Labpart1
and Labpart2 be partial labellings. Labpart1 can be ex-
tended to Labpart2, denoted Labpart1 ⊆ Labpart2, iff
there exist disjoint sets of arguments Xin, Xout, Xundec ⊆
unlab(Labpart1) such that:
• in(Labpart2) = in(Labpart1) ∪Xin;
• out(Labpart2) = out(Labpart1) ∪Xout;
• undec(Labpart2) = undec(Labpart1) ∪Xundec.

Equivalently, we say that Labpart2 is reachable from
Labpart1. In Section V we show that if a partial labelling
is correct, it can be extended to a complete labelling using
the algorithm for providing hints in ARGTEACH.

IV. ARGTEACH

ARGTEACH is compatible with both Windows and Linux;
in both cases SWI-Prolog and Java RE have to be installed.
For a given AAF the user has to find all complete labellings
by assigning one of the labels in, out, or undec to every
argument. Subsequently, the user has to identify which of
these complete labellings are grounded, preferred, semi-
stable, or stable. The main user interface of ARGTEACH
is split into three panels as displayed in Fig.1.

A. The left and central panel

In the left panel, the user can choose from one of the seven
example AAFs or load his/her own AAF into ARGTEACH.
Note that ARGTEACH abbreviates an Abstract Argumenta-
tion Framework as “AF” instead of “AAF”. An AAF can be
easily defined in a text file by characterizing every argument
A ∈ Ar as arg(a), and every attack (A,B) ∈ Att as

att(a, b), where argument names have to start with a lower
case letter.

The central panel displays the chosen AAF as a graph,
where arguments are nodes and attacks are directed edges
between these nodes. Initially, all arguments are white,
indicating that they are unlabelled. The user can change
the label of an argument infinitely many times, including
unlabelling the argument, by selecting the desired label
from the selection box appearing upon right-clicking on the
argument (see Fig.1). When labelling an argument as in,
out, or undec its colour changes to green, red, or grey,
respectively.

B. The right panel

The top part of the right panel serves as a user-guide,
explaining how to use ARGTEACH on the first “page” and
outlining the rules of a complete labelling on the following
“pages”. By clicking the ‘Next guideline’ button, the user
can scroll through the different “pages” of the user-guide.

The lower part of the right panel comprises the two main
teaching features of ARGTEACH: If the user is unsure which
argument to label next, ARGTEACH can provide hints about
possible next steps along with a reason for the suggestion.
Furthermore, the user can check if the labels assigned so far
are correct using the ‘Check for errors’ button.

To help the user find all complete labellings the user can
save the current partial labelling at any point, given that
it is correct. If the current labelling is in fact a complete
labelling, it is saved as a found complete labelling. At any
point, the user can see the complete labellings found so far
as well as the last partial labelling saved by clicking the
‘Show found labellings’ button. Any saved labelling can then
be loaded into the central panel, overriding the currently
displayed labelling.
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Figure 2. The ‘Other semantics’ interface of ARGTEACH. The user correctly matched lab2, which was previously loaded into the central panel, as a
semi-stable labelling.

Once the user has found all complete labellings, the ‘Other
semantics’ button can be used to identify which of the
complete labellings are grounded, preferred, semi-stable, or
stable. As shown in Fig.2, the complete labellings can be
loaded into the central panel if the user requires a graphical
representation, and can be matched with a semantics selected
from the drop-down menu. ARGTEACH will then give
feedback on whether or not the match is correct.

As an additional feature, ARGTEACH can compute all
complete labellings for the user. However, since ARGTEACH
is intended for learning purposes, this feature should not
usually be used by learners. Clicking the ‘Activate solver
mode’ button will therefore prompt a warning asking if
the user really wants to activate the solver mode. After
agreeing and restarting ARGTEACH, clicking the ‘Solve’
button now substituting the ‘Activate solver mode’ button
will cycle through all complete labellings displaying them
in the central panel.

V. PROVIDING HINTS

One of the main teaching features of ARGTEACH is
its ability to provide hints about possible next labelling
steps. Based on the current partial labelling, ARGTEACH
suggests a label for an unlabelled argument along with an
explanation for the suggestion. In many situations, there are
different possible next labelling steps, which are all pointed
out by ARGTEACH. Note that upon pressing the ‘hint’
button, ARGTEACH does not generally check whether the
current partial labelling is correct, meaning that ARGTEACH
provides hints as if the current partial labelling could be
extended to a complete labelling. This design was chosen
to focus the user’s attention on the steps involved in the
labelling process and to support learning from mistakes [12].

After introducing the hint algorithm in more detail in the
next section, we will prove that it exhibits two important
properties: Firstly, if the user follows the hints in every step
right from the start, the resulting total labelling will be a
complete labelling no matter which of the hints the user
chooses in each step (Theorem 3). Secondly, every complete
labelling of an AAF can be found by following a certain
sequence of hints (Theorem 4).

A. The nextHint Algorithm

Hints are computed in Prolog and then handed over to
a Java wrapper. Alg.1 gives an outline of the nextHint
predicate, which provides different hints for a given partial
labelling on backtracking.

Alg.1 distinguishes five hint-scenarios: It first checks
whether the given partial labelling Labpart is a complete
labelling (line 1) using the complete(Labpart) predicate.
This predicate is implemented according to the definition
of complete extension, i.e. by creating conflict-free sets of
arguments consisting of all arguments the set defends. If
the current partial labelling is indeed a complete labelling,
no backtracking for further hints will occur since the Java
wrapper will not ask for any further solutions. Otherwise,
Alg.1 looks for unlabelled arguments which should be la-
belled out because they are attacked by some in argument
(line 2), and for arguments which should be labelled in
because they are only attacked by arguments labelled out
(line 3). Iteratively applying this method of assigning in and
out straight from the beginning and then assigning the label
undec to still unlabelled arguments yields the grounded
labelling [2], [13].

However, since the user should be able to find all com-
plete labellings using the hints, we use an additional novel
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Algorithm 1 hints for a partial labelling Labpart

1: nextHint(Labpart, ‘Done’, ‘Done’, ‘Done’) :-
complete(Labpart).

2: nextHint(Labpart, A, ‘Out’, ‘attacked by some In’) :-
A ∈ unlab(Labpart),
∃B : (B,A) ∈ Att ∧B ∈ in(Labpart).

3: nextHint(Labpart, A, ‘In’, ‘only attacked by Out’) :-
A ∈ unlab(Labpart),
∀B : (B,A) ∈ Att→ B ∈ out(Labpart).

4: nextHint(Labpart, A, ‘In’, ‘defends itself’) :-
Args ⊆ unlab(Labpart), A ∈ Args,
newIn = Args ∪ in(Labpart),
@B ∈ undec(Labpart) :

(B,C) ∈ Att ∧ C ∈ Args,
conflictfree(newIn), defends(newIn, Args),
not defends(in(Labpart), Args),
@Args′ ⊂ Args : Args′ 6= ∅ ∧

defends(in(Labpart) ∪Args′, Args′).
5: nextHint(Labpart, A, ‘Undec’, ‘neither In nor Out’) :-

A ∈ unlab(Labpart), complete(Lab),
Labpart ⊂ Lab, A ∈ undec(Lab), !.

method for assigning the label in to unlabelled arguments:
Alg.1 finds minimal (non-empty) sets of unlabelled argu-
ments which are not defended by in(Labpart), but can
defend themselves against all attackers when combined with
in(Labpart) (line 4). If such a set is not attacked by
any argument already labelled undec (all attackers of in
arguments have to be out), ARGTEACH suggests to label
one argument in this in-self-defending set as in. Due to
this novel labelling strategy of in-self-defending sets, all
complete labellings of an AAF can be found using the hints
provided by ARGTEACH (see Theorem 4).

Example 1. Consider the AAF in Fig.3 with the partial la-
belling Labpart = {(d,in)}. The set {f, h} is not defended
by in(Labpart), but by in(Labpart) ∪ {f, h} since {f, h}
defends h from its only attacker g and f from the attacker e,
and since in(Labpart) defends f from its second attacker
a. {f, h} is minimal since neither f nor h can defend itself,
and thus {f, h} is a n in-self-defending set.

The last hint-scenario (line 5) is concerned with labelling
an unlabelled argument A as undec if the current partial
labelling Labpart can be extended to a complete labelling
Lab where A ∈ undec(Lab). Note that for all but the first
and last hint-scenario, Alg.1 returns all arguments which
can be labelled according to the scenario (on backtracking).
In the last hint-scenario only one argument which can
be labelled undec is returned as based on that further
arguments can be labelled undec in subsequent steps.

Figure 3. A hint for the predefined AF7 involving an in-self-defending
set computed by line 4 of Alg.1 (see Example 1).

B. Properties of the nextHint Algorithm

We first prove that if a partial labelling is correct, then
Alg.1 will return at least one hint and then this partial
labelling can be extended to a complete labelling.

Lemma 1. Let Labpart be a partial labelling. If Labpart is
correct then
• nextHint(Labpart, A, Label, Reason) has a solution;
• Labpart can be extended to a complete labelling Lab

using Alg.1.

Proof. If Labpart is a correct total labelling, line 1 is appli-
cable, proving both statements. If Labpart is a correct but not
complete partial labelling, we show that either lines 2 and
3 or line 5 are applicable. Applying line 2 to all unlabelled
arguments and after that applying line 3 to all still unlabelled
arguments is equivalent to labelling all arguments attacked
by in(Labpart) as out, yielding Labpart

′ ⊇ Labpart, and
all arguments defended by in(Labpart) as in, yielding
Labpart

′′ ⊇ Labpart
′. Thus, iteratively applying this pro-

cedure yields a labelling Labpartfixed ⊇ Labpart which
upon application of lines 2 and 3 does not change anymore.
Then in(Labpartfixed) consists of all arguments it defends
and is therefore a complete extension [1]. Thus, Lab =
Labpartfixed ∪ {(A,undec) | A ∈ unlab(Labpartfixed)}
is a complete labelling [2]. Consequently, if lines 2 and 3
are not applicable, then ∃Lab : ∀A ∈ unlab(Labpart) : A ∈
undec(Lab), and consequently line 5 is applicable.

It follows directly from Lemma 1 that if nextHint fails for
a partial labelling, then this labelling is not correct, which
ARGTEACH will point out to the user.

Corollary 2. Let Labpart be a partial labelling. If
nextHint(Labpart, A, Label, Reason) fails, then Labpart is
not correct.

We now prove the first important property of Alg.1: If the
current partial labelling is correct, then iteratively following
a hint computed by Alg.1 will lead to a complete labelling,
no matter which of the hints the user follows.

Theorem 3. Let Labpart be a partial labelling. If Labpart
is correct, then following a hint computed by Alg.1 in each
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step will lead to a complete labelling, no matter which hint
is chosen in each step.

Proof. We show that after applying a hint computed by
lines 2-5 in Alg.1, the new partial labelling can still be ex-
tended to a complete labelling by some iterative application
of nextHint.
• lines 2 and 3: Satisfy the conditions of a correct partial

labelling, so by Lemma 1 the resulting partial labelling
can be extended to a complete labelling.

• line 4: The resulting partial labelling is not correct
since not all attackers of A are out. However, since
newIn defends itself, the resulting partial labelling can
be extended to a complete labelling. In particular, the
iterative application of lines 2 and 3 will lead to a
correct partial labelling, which by Lemma 1 can be
extended to a complete labelling.

• line 5: Does not always result in a correct partial
labelling, but can be extended to a complete labelling
as A ∈ undec(Lab) of some complete labelling
Lab ⊃ Labpart.

The next theorem states the second important property
of Alg.1: When starting from a partial labelling with all
arguments unlabelled, all complete labellings can be found
by following a certain sequence of hints.

Theorem 4. Let Labpart be a partial labelling with all
arguments unlabelled. For every complete labelling Lab
there exists a sequence of hints computed by Alg.1 leading
from Labpart to Lab.

Proof. Starting from Labpart and iteratively applying lines 2
and 3 until a partial labelling Labpartfixed is reached
which does not change anymore, and then iteratively ap-
plying line 5 yields the grounded labelling Labgrounded
[2], [13]. Let Lab be a complete labelling different from
the grounded labelling. Due to the correspondence of la-
bellings and extensions [10], [2] and since the grounded
extension is a subset of every complete extension [1],
in(Labgrounded) ⊂ in(Lab). Therefore, some of the argu-
ments labelled undec in Labgrounded, i.e. some of the unla-
belled arguments in Labpartfixed are labelled in in Lab. Let
Args = in(Lab)\in(Labpartfixed) be the set of additional
in arguments in Lab as compared to Labpartfixed. Then
Args ∪ in(Labpartfixed) defends Args and is conflict-
free, Args is not attacked by any undec arguments in
Labpartfixed (as there are none), and in(Labpartfixed) does
not defend any A ∈ Args because otherwise lines 2 and
3 would have labelled A as in. Then there is a smallest
set Args′ ⊆ Args (Args′ 6= ∅) fulfilling these conditions,
which will be found by line 4. The other arguments in Args
are then found and labelled in either in the same way by
line 4 or by the iterative application of lines 2 and 3 until all
A ∈ Args are labelled in, and all arguments in out(Lab)
are labelled out by line 2. The undec arguments of Lab

are then assigned by line 5.

In summary, using the hints provided by ARGTEACH will
teach the user how to correctly assign labels to arguments
and how to find all complete labellings.

VI. ERROR-CHECKING

The skill of identifying complete labellings does not only
involve being able to apply the labelling rules, but also to
identify mistakes in a current partial labelling. Therefore,
ARGTEACH has an error-checking feature which examines
if any of the conditions of a correct partial labelling are
violated by the current partial labelling, and if so explains
the mistake to the user. In contrast to the hints feature,
ARGTEACH only points out one error at a time and does
not suggest how to rectify it. As a consequence, correcting
an error might not lead to a correct partial labelling since
other mistakes may still be present and since the supposed
correction undertaken by the user may lead to a new error.
This design is intentional to make the user learn from his/her
own mistakes [12]. Like the hints feature, the error-checking
is implemented in Prolog, examining if the conditions of a
correct partial labelling are satisfied by the current partial
labelling. ARGTEACH can also identify some further errors,
providing the user with more detailed feedback, as outlined
in Alg.2 and explained in the following.

To check whether a partial labelling Labpart is correct,
Alg.2 examines whether the sets of in, out, and undec
arguments are labelled correctly: Line 3 checks whether
the first condition in Def.2 is satisfied, i.e. whether all
arguments B attacking an argument A ∈ in(Labpart) are
labelled out. Lines 5 and 6 check the second condition in
Def.2, namely whether every argument A ∈ out(Labpart)
is attacked by some argument B labelled in. Lines 7 and
8 check the third condition in Def.2, i.e. that an undec
argument is not attacked by an in argument and that it is
attacked by some undec argument.

In addition to these basic checks, the user is provided with
more detailed error-feedback for in and out arguments.
The checkOut predicate distinguishes two cases for an out
argument A which does not satisfy Def.2: If A is labelled
out in some complete labelling reachable from Labpart,
line 5 applies and it is pointed out to the user that there is
not enough evidence for A to be labelled out. If no such
complete labelling exists, line 6 applies and ARGTEACH
advises that A should not be labelled out as it is not
attacked by an in argument. For in arguments, checkIn first
verifies that in(Labpart) is conflict-free (line 2), as violation
of conflict-freeness is the most serious mistake a user could
make. If conflict-freeness is satisfied and all attackers of
in arguments are labelled out, checkIn examines whether
in(Labpart) is a subset of the in arguments of a complete
labelling Lab reachable from Labpart, in particular an out-
maximal complete labelling, meaning that the overlap of
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Algorithm 2 error-checking for a partial labelling Labpart

1: checkPartialLab(Labpart, Error, Reason) :-
checkIn(Labpart, Error, Reason);
checkOut(Labpart, Error, Reason);
checkUndec(Labpart, Error, Reason).

2: checkIn(Labpart, Args, ‘can’t all be In because not
conflict-free’) :-

findall(A, (A ∈ in(Labpart), ∃B ∈ in(Lab) :
(A,B) ∈ Att ∨ (B,A) ∈ Att), Args).

3: checkIn(Labpart, Args, ‘should be Out because attack-
ing an In argument’) :-

findall(B, (A ∈ in(Labpart), (B,A) ∈ Att,
B /∈ out(Labpart)), Args).

4: checkIn(Labpart, Args, ‘can’t be In because attacked
by an argument that should be In’) :-

complete maxOutOverlap(Lab, Labpart),
Args = in(Labpart)\in(Lab), Args 6= ∅.

5: checkOut(Labpart, A, ‘no reason to be Out’) :-
A ∈ out(Labpart),
@B ∈ in(Labpart) : att(B,A),
∃Lab : complete(Lab), A ∈ out(Lab).

6: checkOut(Labpart, A, ‘should not be Out because not
attacked by an In argument’) :-

A ∈ out(Labpart),
@B ∈ in(Labpart) : att(B,A),
@Lab : complete(Lab), A ∈ out(Lab).

7: checkUndec(Labpart, A, ‘should not be Undec because
attacked by an In argument’) :-

A ∈ undec(Labpart),
∃B ∈ in(Labpart) : (B,A) ∈ Att.

8: checkUndec(Labpart, A, ‘should not be Undec because
not attacked by an Undec argument’) :-

A ∈ undec(Labpart),
@B ∈ undec(Labpart) : (B,A) ∈ Att.

out(Labpart) and out(Lab) is maximal among all reach-
able complete labellings. If this is the case, the “wrongly
in” arguments, which are part of in(Labpart) but not of
in(Lab), are returned as an error (line 4).

Example 2. Consider the AAF and the partial labelling
Labpart = {(c,in), (f,in), (a,out), (b,out), (d,out)}
shown in Fig. 4. Lines 2 and 3 in Alg.2 both fail, so
Prolog tries to prove line 4: complete maxOutOverlap(Lab,
Labpart) gives the out-maximal complete labelling Lab =
{(a,in), (c,in), (e,in), (g,in), (b,out), (d,out),
(f,out), (h,out)} depicted in Fig. 5. Since Args =
in(Labpart)\in(Lab) = {f} 6= ∅, line 4 of Alg.2 returns
{f} as the error: f should not be labelled in as it is
attacked by an argument which should be labelled in,
namely argument a (see Fig.4).

Figure 4. The predefined AF7 with the incorrect partial labelling Labpart
(see Example 2) and an error message computed by line 4 of Alg.2.

Figure 5. An out-maximal complete labelling Lab with respect to Labpart
from Example 2.

VII. RELATED WORK

Various algorithms using the labelling of arguments for
the computation of AA semantics can be found in the
literature [14], [13], [15], [16], most of which focus on
the preferred instead of the complete semantics. All these
algorithms follow the idea that an argument should be
labelled out if it is attacked by some in argument, and in
if all its attackers are labelled out, but none of them uses our
new method of in-self-defending arguments for extending
the set of in arguments (see Alg.1).

Verheij [14] outlines an algorithm for computing credu-
lous acceptance with respect to the preferred semantics, i.e.
whether an argument is labelled in in at least one preferred
labelling. Starting from the argument in question being in
and all other arguments undec, the undec arguments
are iteratively relabeled as out if they are attacking an
in argument, or as in if this maintains conflict-freeness
of the in arguments. An implementation of this approach
in Delphi is available online6. Modgil and Caminada [13]
present an algorithm for computing preferred labellings by
starting from all arguments being in and then relabelling
them as out or undec if necessary. In contrast to Alg.1,
the algorithms in [14] and [13] operate on total labellings.

In [15] an algorithm for finding all preferred labellings
using five labels is proposed: in, out, undec, must_out,
and blank, where blank denotes unlabelled arguments
and must_out arguments attacking in arguments. Similar
to Alg.1, the algorithm starts with all arguments being

6http://www.ai.rug.nl/∼verheij/comparg/
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blank, but then chooses one unlabelled argument randomly
in every iteration to label it in or undec. If labelled in,
all attacking arguments are labelled must_out and all
attacked arguments out. This procedure is repeated until
all arguments are labelled in, out, or undec. ArgTools7

implements this algorithm in C++.
ArguLab8 [17] is another implementation using labellings,

but no information about the underlying algorithm is avail-
able. Even considering implementations of AA semantics
which do not use labellings for the computation, like AS-
PARTIX [9] or Dungine [18], none of them is written in
Prolog, making ARGTEACH the first documented Prolog
implementation of AA semantics.

VIII. CONCLUSION

We presented ARGTEACH, a software for teaching Ab-
stract Argumentation (AA) semantics in terms of labellings.
The main teaching features of ARGTEACH are hints about
which argument to label next and error-checking of the
current partial labelling. In addition to being the first imple-
mentation of AA semantics designed for teaching support,
ARGTEACH is also the first documented implementation
written in Prolog.

Different from existing implementations of AA semantics,
ARGTEACH operates on partial labellings, where some
arguments are left unlabelled during the labelling process.
Furthermore, a novel method for the step-by-step compu-
tation of complete labellings is used, involving sets of “in-
self-defending” arguments, i.e. non-empty sets of unlabelled
arguments which are able to defend themselves together with
the current in arguments.

Since admissible labellings [10] are not based on complete
labellings, they are currently not supported by ARGTEACH,
but will be integrated in future work. Given that correct
partial labellings and admissible labellings are defined in a
similar way, computing admissible labellings in ARGTEACH
will be reduced to finding correct partial labellings. Fur-
thermore, we plan to conduct experiments with students
to compare their understanding of AA semantics with and
without as well as before and after using ARGTEACH.
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